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Newest Linux Optimizations Can Achieve 10M IOPS Per-Core With IO_uring - Phoronix[2]

Just one week ago Linux block subsystem maintainer Jens Axboe was optimizing the kernel to
get 8 million IOPS on a single CPU core. He progressed the week hitting around ~8.9M IOPS
per-core and began to think he was hitting the hardware limits and running out of possible
optimizations. However, this week he is kicking things off by managing to hit 10 million
IOPS!

Ubuntu Kylin 21.10 Quick overview #Shorts - Invidious [3]

A Quick overview of Ubuntu Kylin 21.10.

Reset Password On Any Linux Distro (No Root Needed) - Invidious [4]

Losing your access to your user account on Linux can be really frustrating but luckily resetting
that lost password is actually incredibly easy but the process slightly changes depending on the
bootloader you're using at least for the easy approach

Ubuntu Weekly Newsletter Issue 706 [5]

Welcome to the Ubuntu Weekly Newsletter, Issue 706 for the week of October 17 ? 23, 2021.

Rakudo Weekly News: 2021.43 Thank You [6]

Oleksandr Kyriukhin has released the 2021.10 version of the Rakudo Compiler, which
includes all of the work of the new MoarVM dispatch mechanism. This is the culmination of
more than 1.5 year work by many people, but mostly by Jonathan Worthington. A historic step
forward that lays the groundwork on more efficient executing of Raku programs, and actually
delivers on a number of improvements.

Team Profile by KDE's Cornelius Schumacher [7]

What makes a great team? One important factor is that you have a balanced set of skills and
personalities in the team. A team which only consists of leaders won't get much work done. A
team which only consists of workers will not work into the right direction. So how can you
identify the right balance and combination of people?
One answer is the Team Member Profile Test. It's a set of questions which team members
answer. They are evaluated to give a result indicating which type of team member the person
is and where it lies in the spectrum of possible types.

Some users on Reddit report that Windows 11 loses Internet connectivity when trying to connect to NordVPN.[8]

Pat Gelsinger's Open-Source Bias, Intel's Pledge To Openness [9] [Ed: Intel is openwashing again, but leaks from Intel show
that Intel is a foe, not a a friend [10]. It's also rather ironic that Intel puts an "open" letter in a proprietary site of Microsoft,
which is viciously attacking Free software. Intel is a Microsoft booster.]

Ahead of Intel's inaugural Intel Innovation event taking place virtually later this week, Intel
CEO Pat Gelsinger published an open letter to an open ecosystem.
In this open ecosystem letter, Gelsinger talks up opennness and choice, adding, "This is why I
fundamentally believe in an open source bias, which powers the software-defined
infrastructure that transformed the modern data center and ushered in the data-centric era."
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